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eye quality you 01-19-2004, 09:02 AM Tommissimo - for noob has that level of "quality" in their eyes,
they know what the basic looks of an image should be. For me, every time I shoot, I always shoot and
analyze, and that's why I'm such a fanatic about the basics. Tom Illy 01-19-2004, 10:06 AM Hi, I'm
not into knowing the "colour" of my lenses. But I have to admit that for the last couple of years I
have reduced the focal length considerably ( from 8 to 18 mm ) and this gives a completely new
feeling. I feel more relaxed and concentrated, but at the same time more comfortable with the
camera. Still I'm always shot with every single small lens even when I know that the real thing is
either the Zeiss C-ZF or the Leica Sonnar. Rafa John J 01-19-2004, 11:27 AM Hey Tom Tom, I feel
the same way about the size of my kit lens. I try to use a 50mm 1.4 or the 24mm/1.4. I know very
well that neither is a sharp lens but it gives me the feel of a faster lens, and thats fine with me. John
dave 01-19-2004, 02:50 PM TOMMISSIO, one of the reasons I am still shooting the Leica myself is
because I like the size and weight. I found a vintage 35mm 3,5 lens, that is more like a 70/2.8 lens
today. It feels smaller and lighter. My M-9 feels like a small toy compared to my Leica. The real thing
for me is no longer AF but MF lenses. If the lenses are good, I enjoy using them and my life for other
stuff gets easier. spud 01-19-2004, 05:18 PM If you can afford it, get a camera that will take you
until you die. Nobody cares as much about IQ when they can have cheap lenses, filters, etc. So don't
cheap out on the lens until you've had some experience with a camera with all it's functionality. Then
buy whatever you want, as you will have the experience to know what you want.
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